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One day a little girl named Abby was gardening. Out of the corner of her eye she caught a little magic. She turned her head and saw it was a fairy sitting on her carrots.

She asked the fairy what is your name? My name is Allison the fairy replied. Then Abby asked the fairy do you know how to garden? The fairy said yes!
Abby was excited! She said let’s go get some things from the barn. Abby looked everywhere for gloves that would fit the fairy.

Abby could not find the right size! They both were very sad. Then Abby remembered her Grandma new how to sew. Abby asked her Grandma if she would sew a pair of tiny gloves for the fairy? Grandma said yes!
Yahoo, hooray! Abby took the gloves and headed for the garden! She and Allison weeded and planted more seeds. They became best friends!

The End